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INTRODUCTION

MOVING TO BROOKLYN
At age 26, I was unemployed and unsure I had what it would take to be a teacher – even 
though I had just finished a master’s degree and two years of additional teacher training. 
Still undecided and decidedly unconvinced of my career choice, I moved to New York City 
to look for work. Within a few weeks, I found myself in my first job interview, sitting in a 
small storage area which had been converted into an office, in an overcrowded school in 
one of the most impoverished neighbourhoods in NYC. The actual building was part of 

another school that had some spare space. 
A temporary home, it was overcrowded and 
bleak. For the first time in a long time, a 
decision felt right. 

Seated across from me was Shirley Edwards, 
principal of EBC Bushwick High School for 
Public Service, a woman I would come to 
know as a visionary and activist. I was eager 
to talk about my experience volunteering in 
Washington, DC and training in Georgia; I 
wanted to show off my illustrated teaching 
portfolio and letters of reference. As I spoke, 
however, Shirley kept a laser focus on getting 
to know me as a person – why I wanted 

Introduction

This educator-to-educator book, grounded in 
evidence, is shaped by our journeys teaching 
young people in two countries. This intro shares 
the story of how we learned to connect the dots.

Nina and Tricia in front of mural of 
Shirley Edwards, former Principal 
of EBC High School for Public 
Service – Bushwick
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to teach and why I had chosen a school in Bushwick, Brooklyn. Her approach seemed 
informal and too personal for a job interview; yet, once hired, I learned that this one-on-
one conversation was a core practice for both the school and its sister organisation, East 
Brooklyn Congregations (EBC), an interfaith not-for-profit organisation that helped found 
the school. The intent of the one-on-one: to get to the bottom of someone’s story. Building 
relationships, they espoused, drives learning, social change and teaching. 

BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS 
STARTS WITH A STORY
My second interview took place the next 
day in a car. I was picked up by Sister 
Kathy, a stern-faced and straight-talking 
Catholic nun, who was also an ardent and 
skilful EBC activist. Sister Kathy took me 
on an insider’s tour of the area as a way for 
me to get to know the community and its 
story. We started in East New York, where 
55% of adults were unemployed or not in 
the labour force, only 27.5% were high 
school graduates, and the incidence of AIDS 
was doubling each year. (Thabit, 2005, p. 
229–230) Sister Kathy and I then made our 
way to Bushwick, an adjacent neighbourhood 
with similar statistics yet remnants of a 
more affluent past. We drove past vacated brownstones, a grand Baroque church and 
then stopped in front of an abandoned vaudeville theatre to speak. The shooting of two 
teenagers at point-blank range at a nearby high school spurred the idea to start a new 
school in this neighbourhood, poor in resources yet high in expectations and care. The 
Board of Education had promised to convert this vaudeville theatre in order to house an 
EBC school in this neighbourhood, but on this day the building still looked empty and 
neglected.

TEACHING IN BROOKLYN: BREAKING BIG PROBLEMS INTO 
WINNABLE ISSUES 
Although hired to teach English, I was asked to take on the role of Community Action 
teacher to start. I was given minimal direction or space to teach. I created my own 
classroom in a section of our library. Devoid of books, I used cardboard boxes to 
create temporary walls in this empty space. Shirley gave me flexibility regarding my 
curriculum, allowing for student-driven skill-building projects based on their interests. 
I designed a course based on the EBC philosophy of social change through collective 
power whereby students could find a salient issue in their community and work on 
changing it. It was based on the idea that students would be motivated by having choice 
and empowered by a structure within which to work. 

Personal stories can 
fuel a movement

Long before it was a school, this 
building was a popular Vaudeville 
theatre.

Illustration credit:  Brooklyn Public Library,  
Brooklyn collection. DeKalb Theatre (1911).
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I was also deeply influenced by progressive educationalists like Paulo Freire and critical 
pedagogy – the belief that disenfranchised people can become empowered through the 
knowledge and skills to challenge the status quo – and Lisa Delpit’s call to educators to 
explicitly teach the codes of the ‘culture of power’ within our society in order to open 
access to all. As a school, our mission was to instil a belief that one can effect change and 
learn tools to do so. My students took on the status quo with issues ranging from changing 
the school uniform to starting an all-girls basketball team. One initiative stood out and 
would impact us all for years to come. What started as a small group project – ‘Miss, we 
want to get the building we were promised’ – turned into a school-wide, whole-community 
campaign involving teachers, students, parents and local church members that spanned 
several years. 

As the class project to get a new building 
developed, the students organised a 
petition, a relentless calling campaign to the 
chancellor’s office and finally a sit-in at the 
board of education that brought out so many 
parents, staff, and students that we could 
hardly fit in the room. As planned, one by 
one, starting with the students, we faced the 
chancellor and then turned, leaving the room 
silently as a sign of solidarity and strength. 
The event was ostensibly led by me and my 
students, but orchestrated behind the scenes 
by Sister Kathy, my mentor with considerably 

more experience. The students came in early and stayed late to make phone calls and 
write letters. This continued until several months later when the board of education finally 
gave us a move-in date. As we entered the front doors in the autumn of 1998, the feeling 
of accomplishment and love was palpable from students to parents to staff. Our building 
was a symbol of success born of the perseverance and grit of a community that was often 
disenfranchised. The students were my heroes.

RELATIONSHIPS AT THE CENTRE: STRUCTURING THE DAY TO 
MAKE IT WORK
EBC Bushwick ‘walked the talk’ by prioritising social-emotional wellbeing and 
relationships in the school community through its Advisory programme, which has 
aspects of England’s PSHCE (Personal, Social, Health and Citizenship Education) and form 
time. An advisor (a teacher similar to a form tutor in England) meets with a small group 
of about 15 students on a ritualised basis (e.g. three times a week) to build a supportive 
peer group, develop a positive relationship with an adult and gain social-emotional skills 
that foster wellbeing. As an advisor at EBC, I facilitated discussions and activities in our 
25-minute, single-gender sessions about topics that ranged from grades to goals, to peer 
pressure, to power, to puberty. My girls and I were a family. 

The programme’s success was due to Advisory’s ability to foster a sense of camaraderie 
and belonging. While there was no curriculum for our school’s Advisory programme (yet), 

PAULO FREIRE

LISA DELPIT

Our student-run school newspaper 
documents the perseverance of 
these young activists.
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advisors created community and social-emotional skills through team-building activities, 
discussions and service learning projects. High levels of trust and respect permeated 
the larger school culture. Most teachers knew the names of every student and my mobile 
number was written on the chalkboard the first day of class for all students to use if needed. 
I wrote letters to all of my students at the start of year introducing myself; and they wrote 
back, introducing me to bits of their personality, culture and life. 

A year after I started at EBC, Nina Dibner joined the school as a global studies teacher. 
She also held a deep-seated drive for social justice, having originally come into teaching 
through anti-racist organising. Nina found her passion in Advisory and hers was alive 
with activities and excited students. There, students made pop-up books to teach primary 
students conflict-resolution skills and offered peers advice (such as how to tell your 
parents that you ran up a £400 phone bill). Down the hall, I was blindfolding my Advisory 
girls for an activity about trust and getting them to work as a team to solve challenges like 
making peanut butter and jelly sandwiches as a pair with only one arm each. We went 
to great lengths to teach collaboration! When we found the time, Nina and I informally 
shared ideas to integrate social-emotional learning skills into our Advisory classes. These 
short exchanges would someday lead, decades later, to this book. 

BROADENING OUR PRACTICE, YET LITTLE SCOPE AND 
SEQUENCE
Our principal was on a mission: although 
community building took centre stage, she 
also wanted our students to be thinkers. 
In Shirley’s wisdom, all teachers at EBC 
were trained in how to teach what I now 
call ‘metacognitive skills’ in our content 
classes through such strategies as ‘think 
alouds’ whereby students talk through how 
to tackle a difficult task. We were teaching 
discussion protocols that provided clear, 
explicit guidelines for students to listen to 
each other, and we explored content using 
the ‘jigsaw method’, a well-researched 
and highly effective cooperative learning activity detailed more in the Research and 
Classroom sections. We had a strategy toolkit that I still use when I train and teach. 

As the school grew up, it was clear that the real obstacle wasn’t lack of opportunity 
to implement new pedagogy, but the school’s lack of systems or a broader scope and 
sequence for what’s taught when. At the beginning of each year, it was like starting 
from scratch. I’d pull books out of the cupboard and ask students in my English classes 
which ones they hadn’t read yet because there was no overall plan for curriculum 
delivery. Periodically, teachers would meet as an English department, but there were no 
department leaders and no whole-school priority from which to ground the work. Our 
focus was more on individual kids or teaching tools, not the continuum of curriculum or 
collaboration for delivery.

Advisory creates a safe 
place for children to talk.

Pedagogy focused on getting 
students to think about learning 
and communicate ideas
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After five years at the Brooklyn school, I was itching to see a bit more of the world. I had 
recently travelled to England and bought a directory of secondary schools in London just 
to see what was out there. When I got back, I – without contemplation – borrowed a fax 
machine and sent my CV to a long list of London schools. I got one call back – but that was 
all I needed. I was hired at Pimlico School and moved to London in August 2001, intending 
to stay for a year. That was almost two decades ago. 

CULTURE SHOCK: FINDING MY WAY AS A TEACHER IN LONDON
It was not a completely smooth transition – moving to another country to teach in a 
comprehensive state school, not an international school like some of my friends had 
done. I didn’t know my SATs from my GCSEs and I called full stops ‘periods’. When I 
received my teaching timetable on the first day, I was absolutely shocked, prompting 
me to contact the head of English immediately about what must be a mistake: ‘Is this 
right? I’m teaching years 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11? And what is PSHCE?’ Then, several days 
later, also during the first week of school, I was told that a school inspector from some 
organisation called the Office for Standards in Education (Ofsted) would be observing 
me teach my challenging Year 9 English class. Despite the culture shock, I was able to 
hold it together until the next afternoon when I received a call from my sister telling me 
that the World Trade Center and Pentagon had just been hit by aeroplanes. The following 
day at school, on September 12th, the headteacher at Pimlico came up to me to ask if I 
was OK. I wasn’t. It was my first week teaching in London and there I was crying in front 
of the boss. 

I soon realised that I had miscalculated the scale of what I had entered. I had just left a 
small school of about 500 students whom I knew mostly by name to come to a high school 
almost three times the size. A sea of 1200 adolescents all dressed exactly the same. At EBC 
Bushwick, I taught only 9th and 12th grade English, so I had only two different lessons 
to prepare per day. In England, I could have six different preps on some days. Stunned, 
I still managed to adapt. Looking back now, I smile to think of how naive I was and how 
quickly my English timetable became so accepted as the norm. To question it appeared 
odd: ‘But this is how we have always done it,’ colleagues would say. I recently recounted 
my timetable culture shock story while interviewing Lucy Crehan, international education 

consultant and former UK teacher, for 
this book. Crehan (2018a) summed it 
up well: ‘Teachers in England have just 
come to accept this [timetable] despite its 
inefficiency for teaching and demand on 
workload.’

Although American teachers teach an 
average of 26.8 hours a week compared to 
19.6 hours for English teachers, English 
teachers in Britain spend on average 
more time planning, marking and doing 
administrative tasks. (OECD, 2018) I quickly 
discovered that there was little time to form 

IT TAKES TIME TO LEARN 
The deeper culture and language 
of your school and students.

It was not a completely smooth 
transition.
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relationships or connect emotionally with the 30 kids in my form and the 150 or so kids 
in my English classes, let alone memorise names and small details that are so important 
for building positive relationships with young people. Time to explore was limited. In the 
first week of teaching Year 11 (10th grade), I tried to get students to facilitate ‘popcorn’ (a 
discussion strategy that was a hit with my Brooklyn kids). As students were calling out their 
feelings and thoughts as we read a Maya Angelou poem, a Year 11 student interjected: ‘Is 
this on the exam? Otherwise, it’s a waste of time.’ 

LOOKING FOR BALANCE AND THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS
My years of teaching were accompanied by a constant companion: the desire to 
integrate the academic framework of England with strategies to build positive 
relationships and thinking skills that I learned in the US. I welcomed the structure of 
the English system. I knew what I had to teach at each year level and I could follow a very 
specific criteria for marking. The national curriculum and exam boards dictated which 
texts I could teach, which was surprisingly reassuring. And finding resources was easy. 
I was given pre-prepared schemes of work, which outlined what I could do with students 
each lesson and proved to be a survival kit for teaching so many different year groups 
in a given day. What English teacher doesn’t have a box file of resources for Of Mice and 
Men, partially created by someone else? But there was still little collaboration time and I 
greatly missed the freedom I had had in New York to teach what I wanted and customise 
content to integrate the seeds of social change and youth voice. And I missed Advisory. 

This led to a late-night text: ‘I think I’m having a mid-life career crisis.’ 

Meanwhile, Nina, the recipient of this text, had taken a significant professional journey 
of her own. Following my departure from EBC, she became the school’s Advisory coach, 
mentoring advisors, creating curriculum, and systematising the programme so that it 
would be more sustainable and engaging. In 2006, she left EBC and founded a consulting 
firm with a focus on Advisory and social-emotional learning. Under Dibner Consulting 
Services, Nina and Donna Mehle (also a former EBC Bushwick teacher) consulted 
for a range of schools in NYC, supporting them to design or redesign their Advisory 
programmes. In 2014, Nina rebranded her company as PowerTools and expanded her 
team and focus to include school culture and climate. Nina and I had been in contact from 
time to time; we shared a similar approach to pedagogy and vision for the purpose of 
education. 

Unsure whether I was needing a soundboard to think through my discomfort (I was) or 
actually having a breakdown (I wasn’t), she quickly responded with, ‘Come to New York.’

A few months later, I found myself in Brooklyn, shadowing Nina as she conducted Advisory 
programme training; and then in the Bronx, joining in as we co-facilitated a Young Women’s 
Day retreat for students. I was catapulted into the world of educational research when Nina 
introduced me to the work of Carol Dweck, Stanford professor and author of Mindset: The 
New Psychology of Success. In Mindset, Dweck (2016a) documents her three decades of research 
in the fields of business, sport and education, showing how a growth mindset – the belief 
that our most basic abilities can be developed through dedication and hard work – has 
an impact on success, and the understanding that our brain strengthens with effort and 

CAROL DWECK

Mindset and character 
development can 
change over time
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practice. I was captivated by the prospect of helping children develop perseverance and an 
attitude to embrace challenge. This reminded me of my kids in Brooklyn. 

LEADING A CULTURE SHIFT WITH ALLIES ON THE INSIDE
Back in London, I stayed in contact with Nina via weekly FaceTime calls to bounce 
around ideas and tackle research. I shared my excitement about mindsets with others 
and the buzz grew. By this time, I had moved on to a different school and moved up 
the hierarchy to Head of Faculty for the Creative Arts. New ideas about education were 
surfacing and now possibilities for my role in the field of education started to percolate. 
At the time, I was fortunate enough to be working at Dunraven School, a school in 
London for students aged 5 to 18. David Boyle, the principal, did something few heads 
of school do. He gave me the autonomy to develop strategies to embed growth mindset 
throughout the school. 

We started with small shifts in how teachers offer feedback to students about their 
successes and how we spoke about mistakes and challenges. We saw our fastest results 
at the primary level, where Assistant Principal Lowri Millar became my co-conspirator, 
teaching each and every child that we can all get smarter. Students as young as five 
learned about neural pathways and how our brains get stronger at a particular skill 
with practice and effort. ‘Students now come up to us and ask for a challenge,’ reported 
one teacher. Every single member of the school counted. Lowri, whose enthusiasm was 
infectious, grabbed parents and carers at drop-off and pick-up to convince them to 
attend our workshops. Supervisors who monitored the playground and receptionists 
at the main office were making small talk with students about working hard and 
persisting. Conversations in the lunchroom, where children explored new foods or 
battled with cutlery, were opportunities to practise perseverance and resilience. 
Teachers and parents – both from the primary and from our adjoining secondary school 
where I also worked – would recount stories about how a particular child became more 
willing to have a go, leading to a significant improvement of his handwriting, or how 
another student developing the courage to speak more in French class. 

RESEARCH INTO PRACTICE: A SIMPLE CONCEPT,  
COMPLEX TO IMPLEMENT
At the same time, a surge of interest in the ‘science of learning’ and how it informs and 
shapes pedagogy started to change the tide. The push for more traditional teaching 
methods (such as explicit instruction and a knowledge-rich curriculum) surfaced. The 
UK seemed to be taking the lead on educational research in schools, apparent in a 
March 2018 article in The Economist: ‘England has become one of the world’s biggest 
education laboratories.’ My understanding of learning sciences expanded at 
ResearchED conferences, by reading blogs by the Learning Scientists in the US and 
fantastic writers like Daniel Willingham, author of Why Don’t Students Like School? 
(Willingham, 2010). At a Learning and the Brain conference (San Fran and NY) where 
Nina and I were presenting, John Dunlosky’s research stood out the most: there is a big 
gap between what the research says are the most effective ways to learn (which actually 
feel intuitively wrong) and what students think are the most effective ways to learn (and 

For a culture shift to happen, 
all members of the school 
community need to be part of the 
discussion.

DANIEL WILLINGHAM
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what they do, because that’s what feels right). Helping young people learn how to learn 
was an obvious no-brainer for us.

Anyone who has sat through a student assembly about study and memory techniques 
will know the disappointment of finding out later that only your best students actually 
listened and took on board the suggestions. Knowing how to do something – even under 
the best instruction – doesn’t guarantee they will do it. Unsurprisingly, we also saw that 
our growth mindset initiative was not a silver bullet. In our work with schools to infuse 
a growth mindset, we found that teachers’ messaging, our collective pep talks, and even 
strategies were not enough to sustain motivation. A part of the formula was missing. I 
reflect back on my students from EBC Bushwick HS. It wasn’t enough to tell them they 
could get their own school building; we had to teach them the skills to do so and they 
needed to have the mindset that they could be powerful and successful.

EDUCATORS NEED AN INTEGRATED APPROACH – 
RELATIONSHIPS, MINDSET AND MEMORY 
By now, I had left Dunraven and founded TailoredPractice, an education consultancy 
partnering with schools to synthesise the research and tailor evidence-based strategies 
for both teachers and students. Following Nina’s lead (but in England), I spent my days 
delivering trainings, meeting new students and visiting classrooms. I spent hours 
reading the research, combing blogs and investigating tweets by teachers, scientists and 
educationalists putting research into practice – a luxury I didn’t have as a teacher. Nina and 
I started to incorporate more about cognitive science into our work – and our phone catch-
ups. As I expanded my work across three themes – relationships, memory and mindset 
– I was struck by how interconnected they were. I would do a session on memory but feel 
compelled to discuss mindset. (For the memory strategies to work, students have to value 
effort.) Or we’d look at mindset, but I couldn’t help but give strategies on memory. (To make 
sure their effort pays off, we must teach them the most efficient strategies.) And no matter 
what the topic, I started with the power of positive relationships as the bedrock of them all. 
Each on its own has merit, but together there was a collective power.

I knew that in this moment it was time to put my thoughts 
to paper and get these ideas out there. With the invaluable 
help of Nina each step of the way, this book is written out of 
the deep respect we have for educators, their passion and 
their time. It is a culmination of experiences in Brooklyn 
and London and a result of hundreds of hours of weekly 
FaceTime and phone calls between these two places, 
pulling apart the research and figuring out how to make 
the information practical. As explained at the start, it is 
an educator-to-educator book. It is grounded in evidence 
and shaped by experience. This book argues that to do 
this right, we need to integrate three approaches – build 
positive relationships, develop a learning mindset and 
utilise our understanding of memory. In other words, we 
must connect the dots. 

Good practice 
is often tucked 
away in individual 
classrooms. Teachers 
need to collaborate.
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Use this guide to navigate the book. 
Connect the Dots has three chapters, each containing three sections.

Chapters:

 ■ Relationships: creating a sense of belonging, establishing norms and 
high expectations; and understanding barriers, like unconscious bias and 
misconceptions, in order to break them down

 ■ Memory: managing cognitive load, using effective learning strategies, planning 
for long-term retention and application of knowledge

 ■ Mindsets: building self-efficacy; developing metacognitive skills; and using 
feedback, goal setting and talk effectively

Sections in each chapter:

 ■ Research worth knowing: key findings from experts in the field

 ■ In the Classroom: strategies aligned with the research

 ■ Leadership and professional learning: guidelines whole-school application

We refer to these throughout as Research, Classroom and Leadership. 

Use the guide at the top of page to know where you are: 

SECTION

i
CHAPTER

1
RELATIONSHIPS  |  MEMORY  |  MINDSET SECTION

i
SECTION

A
RESEARCH  |  CLASSROOM  |  LEADERSHIP

There is a detailed table of contents at the start of each chapter to find what you are 
looking for.

How this Book Works
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Things to know:

Dig in. Although we recommend starting with Relationships (relationships are the 
bedrock for all effective teaching and learning, after all), this book was designed so that 
you can start wherever you like. 

Sit back. When reading the Research section, you may be eager to see how these ideas 
can be used in the classroom. We’ve got you covered. Each concept and finding from 
Research is aligned with strategies in the Classroom section. 

Mind the spelling gap. This book is written with British spellings. For example, we spell 
‘practise’ with an ‘s’ if it’s a verb and with a ‘c’ when it’s a noun. 

In the margins there are side notes. These are interjections – things we really want to 
let you know. It’s also great for taking notes of your own. Side notes include: 

 ■ Recommended reading. Most of these are also listed at the end in Recommend 
Readings and Resources, but if we really wanted to tell you now then it’s here. 

 ■ Classroom (when we want to point you to a classroom strategy)

 ■ Connect to Research (when we want to remind you of some research)

 ■ Connect to other chapters

 ■ Teacher Tips

 ■ Definitions, quotes and captions.

Ages:  We’ve kept our age ranges wide with the understanding that you will adapt 
strategies to the appropriate level for your students. 

 ■ Very young students (EYFS/Pre-K)

 ■ Younger students (Reception to Year 4/K–3rd grade)

 ■ Older students (Year 5 to Year 13/4th grade to 12th grade)

 ■ GCSE/A level (specifically high school)

Repetition of graphics: You’ll find that some of the same graphics appear in two sections 
(e.g. in Research and Classroom). This is done when a graphic used in Research is perfect 
for making a point in Classroom. 

Pronouns: They? We’ve chosen to use the pronoun ‘they’ when referring to a student to 
keep it simple and gender neutral.
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INTENTIONAL, EVERYDAY AND EXPECTED

At the end of each school day, every child at Clapham Manor Primary School in South 
London shakes the hand of an adult. ‘Good afternoon,’ says a Year 1 (kindergarten) 
student as he extends his hand to David Pittard, his Year 1 teacher. ‘Good afternoon, 
Max,’ David responds. ‘You had a great day today. I noticed you worked really hard 
on your letters.’ The teacher and student shake hands. Zlata Camdzic, the teaching 
assistant, is there too. ‘I always rush back at the end of the day for this moment,’ Zlata 
tells me when I visit the classroom. David and Zlata stand by the door every afternoon, 
connecting with each child in the class as their parents or caregivers come to the door 
to pick them up. 

This is the golden handshake rule, which goes back at least 15 years at Clapham Manor. 
It’s just what they do and it’s for everyone – from the nursery (Pre-K) child who gets 
handed over to parents to the Year 6 (5th grade) students who leave school on their own. 
The children with whom I chat in the playground tell me the school does it to ‘teach 
manners’ and ‘to be kind’, but the purpose is multi-faceted: yes, this simple handshake 
teaches social skills (shake with the right hand and give eye contact), but it also gives 
the adults a clear chance to verbally acknowledge something personal about the child. It 
is an intentional strategy to show students that they are held in high regard, they belong, 
and they are expected to display positive interpersonal skills. ‘I love the red scarf you 
are wearing today,’ I hear Zlata say to one student who has bundled up to head out into 
the cold to meet her grandmother.

Relationships: Research 
worth knowing

Relationships influence every aspect of our 
teaching – in ways we might not have thought. 
Research reveals the power of positive 
relationships.
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Like many schools, Clapham Manor Primary School is strategic about making sure their 
staff connect with children and build a positive learning environment. They know that 
students have a greater chance of reaching their potential – and truly thriving – when 
they trust their teachers and believe their teachers want the best for them. This could 
be shown simply by a handshake or a smile at the door. We notice something new or 
remember a detail from an earlier conversation: ‘How was the trip to the dentist?’ These 
brief moments in the classroom, the hallways and the playground add up and lead to 
strong positive relationships over time. This is as true for our much older students as it 
is for their younger peers.

WHAT IS MEANT BY POSITIVE RELATIONSHIPS?
We all want to belong and be valued. We experience this through our relationships with 
others – through our positive relationships. Positive relationships happen when people 
connect emotionally and value each other’s complex identities. As educators, we exhibit 
positive relationships through our actions, like those that clearly communicate high 
expectations and high regard. This can look like the following: 

 ■ A girl, aged 11, is struggling with reading aloud in class. Although she’s 
intimidated by her seemingly confident peers, she tries reading aloud anyway 
because the teacher has taught her that practice is the best way to improve and 
that the teacher will not tolerate teasing by peers.

 ■ A student accepts teacher feedback because they believe the teacher is trying to 
help them get better. 

 ■ A teacher calls home when a 16-year-old student is absent from class, asking them 
what prevented them from coming and expressing the expectation and hope that 
they return the next day.

 ■ A young student chooses to tell the teacher that they are being bullied. They trust 
that this teacher will help.

 ■ A teacher plans their lessons with a clear idea of their students’ prior knowledge 
and learning. 

 ■ A teacher abides by a 17-year-old student’s wish to be referred to as ‘them’ 
instead of ‘him’.

At the end of every day, staff 
and students at Clapham Manor 
Primary School connect with a 
handshake.

These brief moments 
in the classroom, 
the hallways and the 
playground add up and 
lead to strong positive 
relationships over time.
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WHY DO RELATIONSHIPS MATTER?
Although many educators feel they may not have ‘enough time’ to focus on 
relationship building, all teachers can – and should – invest in relationships to 
maximise learning for young people. 

RELATIONSHIPS MAKE TEACHING AND LEARNING BETTER

It turns out that one common folk saying that permeates teaching – ‘Don’t smile until 
Christmas’ – is not sage advice. There is a large body of evidence, in fact, that shows 
that positive school-based relationships impact student success in significant ways. 
Contrary to advice often given to new teachers, smiles are OK and are fit for the first day 
of school. A positive, caring, and respectful classroom climate sets the foundation for 
learning to thrive. In this environment, students find a safe place to take risks and have 
the confidence to admit what they don’t know. Research backs this finding. In 2009, 
John Hattie, professor and education researcher for nearly 30 years, published findings 
from over 800 meta-studies of more than 80 million students worldwide, examining 
what works best for students’ learning and academic success. Hattie concluded that 
relationships are a key factor contributing to learning and creating environments where 
students take academic risks (Hattie, 2009). Relationships matter.

‘Classroom climate’ has been identified as one of the six components of great teaching, 
leading to student progress, according to the Sutton Trust’s project report ‘What makes 
great teaching? Review of the underpinning research’ by Coe et al. (2014). Classroom 
climate refers to the ‘quality of interactions between teachers and students, and teacher 
expectations: the need to create a classroom that is constantly demanding more, but still 
recognising students’ self-worth.’ Although strategies like effective feedback top the charts 
for impact (Education Endowment Foundation, 2011), Dylan Wiliam, British educationalist 
and Emeritus Professor of Educational Assessment at the UCL Institute of Education, 
reminds us that relationships are at the centre of effective feedback: ‘Without that 
relationship, all the research in the world won’t matter’ (Wiliam, 2014). Mary Myatt 
(education advisor and author who also spends a lot of her time talking to different leaders, 
teachers and students) adamantly concurred when I interviewed her, saying, ‘It’s the 
teacher’s role to extend that gift of a positive relationship first through their actions’ (Myatt, 
2019). Classroom climate and positive relationships stand tall in the ranks of content 
knowledge, instruction and feedback simply because, if students don’t trust you, they aren’t 
fully engaged. The impact of hours of marking or strategic lesson planning is reduced when 
a student does not feel they belong or feels the teacher expects less of them, despite your 
most well-intended feedback. 

LEARNING TOGETHER AND THE IMPORTANCE OF PEERS

Peer relationships are critical to student success. ‘Positive relationships can help a 
student develop socially,’ according to the American Psychological Association, who 
compiled a comprehensive review of the power of developing positive relationships on 
both cognitive and noncognitive factors titled ‘Improving students’ relationships with 
teachers to provide essential supports for learning.’ (Rimm-Kaufman and Sandilos, 
2011) In their analysis, they report that improving relationships: 

RECOMMENDED READING 
‘What makes great teaching? 
Review of the underpinning 
research’ (Coe et al., 2014) by 
the Sutton Trust, a foundation 
which improves social mobility 
in the UK through evidence-
based programmes, research 
and policy advocacy. The Trust 
produces a number of valuable 
research reports on topics such 
as education, employment and 
home life. 

‘It is teachers … who 
have created positive 

student-teacher 
relationships that are 

more likely to have the 
above average effects 

on student achievement.’ 
(Hattie, 2009)
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 ■ Contributes to school adjustment and academic and social performance

 ■ Results in better attendance, increased cooperation, enhanced engagement and 
more self-directed behaviours

 ■ Reduces stress for both teachers and students 

As much as we teachers might think we are the centre of attention – setting objectives 
and calling the shots – we have steep competition. Peer-to-peer relationships are 
especially salient for students during the years of adolescence, when 12- to 16-year-olds 
are more sensitive to peer scrutiny and exclusivity (Dweck et al., 2014). In the seminal 
book The Hidden Lives of Learners, Graham Nuthall, who recorded hundreds of hours of 
student conversations in the classroom, reminds his readers that ‘social relationships 
determine learning’ (Nuthall, 2007), mostly referring to peer culture that teachers just 
don’t see. Nuthall’s message, like that of others who work closely with young people, is 
that we must take into account all that a child is experiencing as they sit in our 
classrooms if we want to understand what works best in schools. The child’s experience 
is determined more by the 25 or so young bodies in the room than by the teacher at the 
front. This impacts academics as well as behaviour and classroom management. ‘When 
there is a clash between peer culture and the teacher’s management procedures, the 
peer culture wins every time’ (Nuthall, 2007, p. 37).

Systematic reviews of the research into ‘teacher-student relationship quality’ show that 
teachers can learn how to build better bonds with and between students. Rather than 
being strictly intuitive and ‘natural’, interventions can be learned and rehearsed in 
order to assist teachers to develop supportive, low-conflict relationships with students. 
Building positive relationships is particularly important for students who have 
experienced trauma, or those who demonstrate a lack of motivation: ‘When children 
perceive social support in the form of affection, admiration, satisfaction, and strength 
of alliance, they develop academically-relevant self-views that promote motivated 
engagement in learning.’ (Hughes, 2011) By no means are positive relationships a 
proxy for great teaching. They are part of a whole as we connect the dots between what 
matters the most and what we can actually control. Therefore we must be strategic 
in how we build relationships, which is the basis for the Classroom and Leadership 
sections in this chapter. 

SCHOOL CONNECTEDNESS

When Andria Zafirakou, an associate deputy at a UK school, won the Global Teacher 
Prize in 2018, she told reporters, ‘Build trust with your kids – then everything else can 
happen’ (Aitkenhead, 2018). Zafirakou is referring to the art of intentionally creating a 
sense of belonging for all students who are not only disadvantaged economically, but 
also in other areas of their lives. ‘If our school could open at 6 o’clock in the morning, 
there would be a queue of children waiting outside at 5 o’clock in the morning,’ Zafirakou 
told the audience at the 2018 Global Teacher Prize. ‘Our schools must be safe havens.’ 
Positive, warm and caring relationships in the classroom, amongst peers and teachers, 
impact the entire school climate and increase the feeling of school connectedness (Bryk 
and Schneider, 2002). School connectedness leads to healthier and more responsible 
habits among students. According to the Center for Disease Control, ‘Research has shown 

RECOMMENDED READING 
The Hidden Lives of Learners. 
Graham Nuthall is a fascinating 
and informative journey into what 
a child actually experiences in the 
classroom.
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that young people who feel connected to their school are less likely to engage in many 
risky behaviours, including early sexual initiation, alcohol, tobacco, and other drug 
use, and violence and gang involvement’ (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 
2018). Studies based on 25,395 students aged 11 to 18, reported by Search Institute 
(Roehlkepartain et al., 2017), show that the number of strong relationships positively 
impacts academic motivation, socio-emotional skills and responsibility.

IN SUMMARY 

Relationships matter. If we prioritise students and learning, we need to prioritise 
building positive relationships. In summary: 

 ■ Positive school-based relationships lead to: 

 ■ Willingness to take academic risks, make mistakes

 ■ Enhanced openness to feedback 

 ■ Higher self-expectations and willingness to set higher goals

 ■ More perseverance and tenacity

 ■ Self-control, less conflict prone 

 ■ Increased attendance (more present)

Negative school-based relationships lead to:

 ■ Self-preservation dominating thoughts and behaviour

 ■ Lack of trust and participation in learning activities and applying feedback

 ■ Low self-image and internalised oppression 

While it’s clear the research shows that positive relationships affect learning, teachers 
know that creating and maintaining a positive relationship with a child is not a perfect 
science. Every teacher has their own approach and personality, and every child comes 
to us with a variety of prior experiences, beliefs and cognitive abilities. What we do 
when a student arrives at school makes a powerful difference. For most of the year, 
students spend a majority of their days and waking hours in schools. They are growing 
up in our care. The effects of the relationships they build with non-parental adults are 
long lasting and crucial to learning. 

THE SCIENCE OF POSITIVE RELATIONSHIPS
When information enters the brain, the routing system determines how well 
we use it. Teachers influence the pathway to learning. 

To better understand why positive relationships have such an impact, let’s begin with 
what actually happens inside the brain on a basic level. ‘Close supportive relationships 
stimulate positive emotions, neuroplasticity and learning,’ writes psychologist and 
professor of psychology Louis Cozolino in The Social Neuroscience of Education (Cozolino, 
2013). In short, the brain is highly influenced by our surroundings and interactions with 
others. Neuroscience research is just beginning to unravel the mysteries of our social 
and complex brains. We now know that any cognitive task employs multiple parts of 

‘The most important 
thing we can do as 

teachers is to ensure  
that our schools  

are safe havens’ –  
Andria Zafirakou, Global 

Teacher Prize in 2018  
(Zafirakou, 2018).
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the brain to work together, constantly changing our brains. Good relationships literally 
shape the brain, because good relationships create a situation that allows sensory input 
from our environments to be processed in what neuroscientist and educator Judy Willis 
calls ‘the thinking reflective brain’ rather than ‘the reactive brain’ (Willis, 2009). 

The key players in this process are the amygdala, hippocampus and prefrontal cortex. Of 
course, the brain is much more complex and mysterious than presented in this chapter. 
We will describe the learning process more in depth in the Memory chapter. For now, let’s 
look at the architecture of the brain to see how it receives and processes information. 
These basics about the brain will help us better understand and serve our students. 

MEMORY
HIPPOCAMPUS

EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONING
PREFRONTAL CORTEX

EMOTIONS
AMYGDALA

2
1

3

BRAIN PARTS

THE BRAIN SEEKS SAFETY FIRST

The brain follows a ‘safety first’ policy, constantly at work scanning our surroundings to 
ensure nothing will harm us. Every second, about 11 million bits of information are absorbed 
through our sensory nerves (in our eyes, ears, mouth, face, skin, muscles and internal 
organs). (Encyclopædia Britannica, no date) This information reaches our brains through the 
limbic system, which is the emotional core where the (1) amygdala and hippocampus evaluate 
the information. The amygdala plays the main role here, acting like a routing system or air 
traffic control for information. It is sensitive to social and physical threat or even boredom 
and determines how information is chanelled through the brain and whether it will be 
remembered or discarded. It is also at the ready to prepare our body to survive impending 
danger. The (2) hippocampus is our brain’s data storage unit, the part of the brain 
responsible for higher cognitive memory consolidation and storing memories. It uses our past 
memories to help the amygdala decide if and how much information can move further into 
the brain and eventually to the prefrontal cortex (PFC).

KEY PLAYERS
The key players in processing 
information are the amygdala, 
hippocampus and prefrontal 
cortex. Understanding how they 
work will help us better serve our 
students.
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OUR EMOTIONAL STATES HELP ROUTE INFORMATION

If the information processed by the amygdala is not seen as a threat, the brain is in a 
positive emotional state, or relaxed-alert state, and the amygdala allows information to be 
processed in the hippocampus and move to the PFC. The (3) PFC or thinking brain, is the 
control tower, in charge of higher-ordering processing and executive functioning such as 
reasoning, planning, self-regulation and abstract thinking. This kind of thinking helps us 
see different solutions to a problem, plan what needs to happen first in a task, react 
appropriately when angry or apply concepts to new learning. It is important for teachers to 
also be aware that the PFC is still forming in children’s brains and will not be fully mature 
until around the age of 25. It will take young children and adolescents more time than adults 
to engage the PFC. This is a normal part of brain maturation. 

INFORMATION 
FROM THE 
SURROUNDING 
ENVIRONMENT 

HIPPOCAMPUS
INFLUENCES WITH 
MEMORIES FROM 
THE PAST

AMYGDALA
A RELAXED ALERT 
STATE OR NEGATIVE 
EMOTIONAL STATE?

PRE-FRONTAL
CORTEX
REASONING, 
SELF-REGULATION, 
ABSTRACT THINKING

FIGHT, FLIGHT 
OR FREEZE

  

When the brain is in a negative emotional state, caused, for example, by fear, anxiety or 
boredom, the amygdala sends distress signals to the adrenal glands which release extra 
cortisol, a stress hormone. In this state, information is less likely to move to the thinking 
brain, or prefrontal cortex, for higher-order thinking and judgement. Instead, the brain 
responds with a fight, flight or freeze stance, the body’s strategy to survive life-
threatening situations. Here’s how it might play out during the school day for two different 
students: Jasmine’s sensory nerves pick up the sound of whispering by her peers during 
science class. Jasmine feels certain they are gossiping about her and she is not able to 
focus on her work. Tom’s teacher, Mr Ballard, unexpectedly touches his back. Tom’s 
amygdala, already on chronic high alert because of a previous event in his life, initiates 
his ‘freeze’ stance, as it perceives this touch as a threat. The amygdala is reacting to the 
memories of Tom’s sexual abuse by a relative when he was younger. His heart rate 
increases, and his body stiffens. 

Executive functioning, which 
includes reasoning, self-regulation 
and abstract thinking, allows us to 
consider and voluntarily control 
our thinking, emotional responses 
and behaviour.

RESPONSE TO STRESS
When the brain is in a positive 
emotional state, or ‘relaxed-alert 
state’, the amygdala, which is 
influenced by memories from the 
hippocampus, allows information 
to be processed in your prefrontal 
cortex (PFC).
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While situations like Tom’s abuse happened long ago and outside of school, research 
shows that when children experience adverse childhood experiences (called ACEs) – 
such as homelessness, incarceration of a parent, abuse, neglect, mental illness in the 
home, domestic violence, war, or the stress of poverty and oppression – there is a long-
term negative impact on learning, wellness and physical health (The National Child 
Traumatic Stress Network, no date). Alarmingly, approximately 47% of US children 
between 0–17 years old have experienced at least one ACE, according to a 2011–12 
National Survey of Children’s Health (Bethell et al., 2017).

These moments have made it more challenging for Jasmine’s and Tom’s brains to pass 
the teachers’ instructions or content to the prefrontal cortex. Jasmine’s and Tom’s days 
are not necessarily so different from those of many of our students. Given that our 
brains function more efficiently in a positive emotion state, it is imperative that teachers 
adapt the learning environment to cultivate this state of being as much as possible. 

TRIGGERS OF STUDENT STRESS

Stress impacts how brains work – in both positive and negative ways. Some stress is 
helpful to the brain as it increases alertness and cognitive clarity. A car tyre is a good 
metaphor for stress. A tyre needs a certain amount of air pressure or ‘stress’ to function 
best and keep the car moving – a perfect symbol for a relaxed-alert state. With too much 
stress, the tyre will burst; and with too little stress, the tyre is flat and can’t go anywhere. 
Too much or too little stress will get in the way of students’ learning and wellbeing. It’s 
useful to teach students about these effects so that you can work with them to manage 
stress and set them up for successful learning experiences. In order to effectively teach 
about stress and the brain, adults should become familiar with the stress triggers their 
students face and how intense the triggers are on their particular stress levels. 

TOO MUCH
AIR PRESSURE

TOO LITTLE
AIR PRESSURE

CORRECT
AIR PRESSURE

In order to find the degree to which very young students may need strategies for stress, 
a colleague and I asked her Year 1 (kindergarten) students what they worried about. 

This tyre needs just the right 
amount of pressure to keep going. 
Too much and it will burst; not 
enough and it won’t go anywhere. 
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Some of their responses are below: 

 ■ ‘I worry about my family – if they are going to be OK when I am at school.’

 ■ ‘If I don’t see my teacher in the morning.’

 ■ ‘When we were doing maths, people were talking so loudly and in my head I was 
saying, “STOP! STOP! STOP!”’

 ■ ‘Rushing for school makes me stressed.’

 ■ ‘I get worried when I don’t get picked up on time.’

 ■ ‘I get worried when I get my spellings wrong.’

We shared this data with the other teachers and the children’s parents, many of whom 
were struck by the impact of small daily stressors on children’s emotional states. ‘I 
forget that it’s not just me who is stressed in the morning when we have to run to school,’ 
said one parent. In fact, recent studies show that today’s students are increasingly 
stressed out. In a 2018 survey by YouGov, 70% of British 16-year-olds and 48% of 
12-year-olds report feeling sad or anxious at least once a week (Barnado’s, 2018). The 
top causes of stress were school (65%), their future (43%) and problems at home (31%) 
(Barnado’s, 2018). In the US, a poll of 35,000 teens put out by After School showed that 
44% of teens feel stressed ‘all the time’ and the major causes were relationships (27%), 
teachers (24%) and parents (13%) (Collins, 2018). School leaders have also noticed this 
trend. Nearly 8 in 10 (78%) primary leaders and 9 in 10 (87%) secondary leaders have 
seen an increase in stress, anxiety or panic attacks among their students, according to a 
2017 report by The Key. School leaders reported social media, examinations and school 
expectations to be the top stressors (The Key, 2017). 

Stress can be triggered by a number of factors, such as transition, peer relationships, 
trauma, lack of self-regard, fear of failure or getting in trouble, chaotic environments or 
a student’s anxiety that their teachers don’t like them. Consider some typical daily 
experiences of a student:

 ■ Your best friend is not in school today, and you are worried about who you will sit 
next to at lunch or hang out with at break time

 ■ Your teacher mispronounces your name again and a few students laugh

 ■ You got a negative message on social media

 ■ English is your second language and you’re afraid the teacher will speak too 
quickly

 ■ You are new to the school and not sure about the routines

 ■ You are gay and no one will change clothes next to you in PE. You have PE today

 ■ You have experienced sexual abuse by a relative and no one knows

 ■ You overheard your parents talking about how they can’t afford rent this month

Stress is real and has a significant impact on learning. We can help reduce unwanted 
stress by creating a safe classroom climate and being aware of the triggers that cause 
student stress. Furthermore, building relationships allow students in crisis to confide in 
us. We can then point them to where to find support. 

CONNECT TO MEMORY 
In the Memory chapter, we address 
how stress and uncertainty impact 
cognitive loads, thus reducing 
working memory. In order to 
maximise memory, teachers need 
to be aware of triggers of student 
stress.
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THE BENEFITS OF CONNECTION
Don’t underestimate the power of school-based relationships. They open up 
a world of learning opportunities that would otherwise be closed to students 
who don’t feel connected.

As adults, we know the uncomfortable feeling of entering an unfamiliar space, like the 
first day of a new job or a party where you know only the host. Yet, as adults, we are 
equipped to reason that this discomfort will pass. We find commonalities with others 
and share stories. We engage our more-developed prefrontal cortexes to reason and 
rationalise. Children’s brains are different, however. We can tell a student not to worry; 
we may even think that their concerns are trivial; but it’s more helpful for adults to step 
outside of ourselves and see the school experience from students’ perspectives (Yeager 
et al., 2013). How might students feel when they walk through the front door in the 
morning, or as they enter the classroom and find their seat? Do they feel acknowledged 
and valued and fully included in this setting – with this teacher and these students? 
Negative classroom experiences can happen right under our noses. ‘I feel like my 
teachers don’t see me,’ a Year 11 (10th grade) student told me during a focus group with 
low-performing students. We all know this girl: she is quiet and well-behaved, often 
falling off our radar. When students feel invisible or unimportant to teachers, they often 
disassociate themselves from being a ‘learner’. School can become a stressful, cold and 
emotionally unsafe place where students’ brains are primed to shift into fight, flight 
or freeze mode, or a place where they just don’t like being. I’ll never forget what one 
10-year-old told me when I was in teacher training many years ago: ‘School sucks eggs 
through a straw.’ 

ACCOUNTABILITY FOR ALL STUDENTS

Despite the best of intentions to connect with every student, children still get 
unintentionally overlooked in the busyness of the everyday. Interventions that 
specifically focus on accounting for each child help educators to systematically develop 
positive relationships across the whole school. Every child should be able to say that 
there is at least one adult in school who really knows them and cares about them. 

In Cold Springs Middle School, located on the rural outskirts of Reno, Nevada, the school 
staff took this advice and devised a whole-school intervention. Principal Roberta Duvall 
took the names of every single student in the school and posted a chart with distinct 
columns titled ‘Name/Face’, ‘Something Personal’, ‘Personal/Family Story’, and 
‘Academic Standing’ (Korbey, 2017). Duvall wanted to find out whether each child in 
school was known by name and face and how much more the adults knew about each 
child, including personal interests and family backgrounds. Teachers collectively 
indicated how much they knew about each student, making evident which students were 
less ‘known’. This chart then grew into a system for ensuring that every student 
connected with at least one adult at school – every day. Teachers devised specific 
strategies like remembering a student collects stickers and asking about it or creating 
an in-class system whereby students anonymously complement each other via sticky 
notes the teacher reads out. It also served as a tool to share small and significant details 
about children. This initiative was part of a larger focus on social and emotional 

 SPOTLIGHT

RECOMMENDED READING 
The Washoe County district, 
Nevada implemented an SEL 
programme in the 2012–2013 
school year and increasingly saw 
graduation rates improve. We 
recommended watching the video 
about this intervention. Go to ‘The 
Power of Being Seen’ by Holly 
Korbey: http://edut.to/2Gi3j1J

‘I feel like my teachers 
don’t see me,’ a Year 11 
(10th grade) student 
told me during a recent 
focus group with low-
performing students.
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learning (SEL) at the middle school and more broadly within the 64,000-student Washoe 
County district (Korbey, 2017).

In the five years since adopting the SEL-oriented approach, according to Korbey, Washoe 
schools have seen higher rates of attendance and higher scores on state reading and 
maths tests and fewer disciplinary infractions and suspensions among students with 
higher social and emotional skills. Across the whole district, graduation rates have risen 
18 percentage points across the district.

THE PUZZLE GROUP 

The connection between belonging and persistence is strong no matter the students’ 
ages. For example, in one study (Master and Walton, 2013), four-year-olds, placed alone 
in a room, were faced with a challenging puzzle to complete. There were three 
conditions. In the first one, the children simply received a puzzle. In a second one, they 
wore a shirt with the number three on it and were told, ‘You’re child number 3. You are 
the puzzle child.’ In a third condition, the children wore a blue T-shirt and were told, 
‘You are part of the blue group. The blue group is the puzzles group.’ Those who heard 
they were in the ‘puzzles group’ persisted 29% longer than children in the ‘child 
number 3’ condition and 35% longer than children not allocated to a group or individual 
identity. All of the children worked on the puzzle alone, so there were no others to 
influence them. The researchers concluded that identifying with a group increased 
persistence even when the children never saw any other members of the group. This 
research is consistent with other studies across different ages, including adults. (Walton 
et al., 2012) The puzzle study speaks to the importance of creating a ‘team’ ethos in the 
classroom, with students working toward collective goals and a caring, supporting 
atmosphere where they celebrate each other’s success and the success of the group.

FIRST GROUP
The children simply received a 
puzzle.

SECOND GROUP
They wore a shirt with the 
number three on it and were 
told, 'You’re child number 3. 
You are the puzzle child.'

THIRD GROUP
The children wore a blue T-shirt 
and were told, 'You are part of 
the blue group. The blue group 
is the puzzles group.'

1 2 3

3

BELONGING TO A GROUP
The researchers concluded 
that identifying with a group 
increased persistence even when 
the children never saw any other 
members of the group.
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THE POWER OF NEGOTIATING NORMS 

We are often naturally more committed to something when we feel a part of a group. 
While it’s essential to foster that hard-wired desire to form connections and follow 
group behaviour, we must also safeguard students against the more negative aspects 
of group behaviours, such as bullying, exclusion, unwanted peer pressure, cheating or 
even violence. In order to establish an equitable, inclusive and peaceful environment, 
educators can create structures that provide guidelines for wanted behaviours. It may 
seem obvious that the classroom needs rules (and students and teachers need to follow 
them); however, the research suggests taking it one step further and facilitating the 
creation of class norms. Students come to schools with some understanding of the way 
they are supposed to act as well as having their own desires about how they want the 
class to run. It’s the teacher’s job to work with students to negotiate shared classroom 
norms so that everyone has the same understanding and they can be more easily 
modelled, exemplified and practised. 

THE BENEFITS OF NORMS 

Norms are a set of agreements amongst members of a group that help guide how we 
socially interact. Merriam-Webster’s definition of a norm is useful: ‘a principle of right 
action binding upon the members of a group and serving to guide, control, or regulate 
proper and acceptable behaviour’. Researchers discuss norms in terms of spoken and 
unspoken guidelines. In this book we will focus on norms that are spoken, created 
collectively by the members of the class; they are explicit and concrete. Examples of 
classroom norms include: ‘One person talks at a time’ and ‘We respect each others’ 
possessions’. 

Norms also produce a number of other psychological outcomes that benefit a group of 
learners. 

1. Norms can help students feel safe. Students both want and need teachers 
to demonstrate authority by setting realistic academic and behavioural 
expectations (Brophy, 1998). For example, a student in a classroom with a norm 
such as ‘We accept mistakes as an important part of the learning process and 
support each other in this process’ may feel more comfortable openly taking 
academic risks. 

2. Norms create a sense of belonging. Norms unite learning communities around 
common behaviours, which they hold each other accountable to.

3. Academic and social goals are more likely to be reached in a classroom with 
established norms (Schwartz et al., 2016a; Schmuck and Schmuck, 1992). 

4. Students rise to the occasion: ‘When teachers hold high expectations of students, 
the students typically meet higher standards of performance’ (Good and Brophy, 
2000).

To intentionally create a climate that maximises learning potential, a teacher sets 
the tone through her use of language and actions, maintaining zero tolerance for 
behaviours that don’t support a positive classroom culture. She is providing a model for 
her students and their interactions with each other. Recall Nuthall, who spent several 

CLASSROOM
Find examples of norms and 
strategies to create and maintain 
them in Relationships: Classroom. 

 SPOTLIGHT

It’s the teacher’s job 
to work with students 
to negotiate shared 
classroom norms so 
that everyone has the 
same understanding and 
they can be more easily 
modelled, exemplified 
and practised.
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years following the lives and interactions of students amongst their peers, reporting 
on how children experience school and how that relates to learning. He noted that peer 
interactions are central to students’ attitudes towards – and achievement in – school 
(Nuthall, 2007). The majority of interactions a student will have at school are with other 
students, not teachers. Teachers have the power – and the responsibility – to influence 
those interactions by establishing clear norms with their students. 

A teacher, therefore, must be keenly aware of student interactions and the prominence 
they have in the classroom. Nuthall writes, ‘We need to know who, among our students, 
is friends with whom, who has status, what roles students adopt with respect to one 
another, the knowledge and beliefs students share about aspect of popular culture 
– music, television, clothes – and their ways of participating and working together’ 
(Nuthall, 2007). This may sound like a tall order, especially for teachers of secondary 
students whom teachers see less often, but when a teacher uses intentional strategies 
(see Relationships: Classroom), connecting with students becomes routine and has a 
myriad of benefits. As mentioned earlier, aligning peer norms with teacher norms for 
the learning environment will yield the highest academic and social impact. 

THE HIDDEN NATURE OF HIGH EXPECTATIONS 
Our choice of which students we call on more, listen to a little longer and give 
more feedback to is influenced by the expectations we have for each learner. 

We all aim to have high expectations for all our students. It’s commonly embossed on 
banners hanging in school foyers or framing websites: ‘Aim for the Stars’, ‘Excellence 
for all’ and ‘We are Lifelong Learners’. In reality, these sentiments are easier said than 
done. According to the research, our expectations are not always in our conscious 
awareness. We may be sending subtle messages that we have high expectations for 
Ioana but lower expectations for Mai Ly – without being aware of it. It is as if we have 
two minds – and indeed we do. We have ‘the mind you know well and another mind 
you know about only indirectly … One mind is conscious, but the other is unconscious’ 
(Hattie and Yates, 2014). Being members of society, we are constantly primed with 
information to think or act a certain way, and we will do so – without our conscious 
minds being aware of it, according to Kahneman (2012).

Classroom teachers are inundated with data about their students – their academic levels 
and targets, standardised test results over time, writing ability, special educational 
needs, disabilities, behaviour history, language acquisition, ethnicity, race, attendance 
rate, family socioeconomic status, etc. – and this information can unwittingly prime 
us to have lower expectations for some students than others. Consider this simple 
example: In Thinking, Fast and Slow, Nobel Prize winner Daniel Kahneman explains, 
‘If you have recently seen the word “eat”, you are temporarily more likely to complete 
the word fragment SO-P as SOUP than as SOAP.’ Or this one: the mere mention of the 
words ‘Florida’, ‘forgetful’, ‘bald’, ‘grey’ or ‘wrinkly’ made participants in one study walk 
slower. The key point of this ‘Florida effect’ was that the participants didn’t recall any 
mention of words relating to age, or recall seeing the word ‘eat’ in the previous example. 
Their actions happened without awareness (Kahneman, 2012, p. 53). The priming effect 
refers to the way in which merely being presented with information unconsciously 

The majority of 
interactions a student 
will have at school are 

with other students, 
not teachers. Teachers 
have the power – and 

the responsibility – 
to influence those 

interactions by 
establishing clear norms 

with their students.
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influences our decisions and actions. (We pick up this point later when we discuss 
implicit bias.) Kahneman warns: ‘We must accept that (the findings) are true for 
you’(Kahneman, 2012). According to the Office for Standards in Education, Children’s 
Services and Skills (Ofsted) Education Inspection Framework: Overview of Research (Ofsted, 
2019), when a teacher expects less of particular students, these expectations manifest 
in many aspects of daily teaching practice: failing to give feedback to responses; 
criticising them more often and not waiting as long for their answers; calling on them 
less frequently; only asking lower-order questions; and giving them more seatwork (e.g. 
completing worksheets).

THE PYGMALION EFFECT 

According to numerous research studies, high expectations can drive high 
achievement, including for students who do not have a history of academic success 
(Lemov, 2010) and especially for students from ‘stigmatised social groups’ (Jussim and 
Harber, 2005). Let’s take a look at a fascinating study that highlights the impact of the 
self-fulfilling prophecy, or Pygmalion effect (Rosenthal and Jacobson, 1968). A group of 
teachers in the study were given completely false ‘data’ that certain randomly selected 
students were ‘growth spurters’. The researchers then observed the teachers and found 
that they treated the ‘growth spurter’ students as if they had more potential than their 
peers. When retested months later, that group of students performed better than the 
‘non-spurters’. Robert Rosenthal concluded, ‘When we expect certain behaviours of 
others, we are likely to act in ways that make the expected behaviour more likely to 
occur’ (Rosenthal and Babad, 1985). Imagine what might happen if we exhibited high 
expectations for all of our students? 

EXPECTATIONS

BEHAVIOUR
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To further back up their claims, Rosenthal and Rubin (1978, cited in Goldenberg, 
1992) co-authored a report summarising 345 experiments involving the influence of 

 SPOTLIGHT

THE PYGMALION EFFECT
‘When we expect certain 
behaviours of others, we are 
likely to act in ways that make 
the expected behaviour more 
likely to occur.’ Robert Rosenthal 
(Rosenthal and Babad, 1985). 
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interpersonal expectations, which gave credence to the original study. Subsequent 
studies have shown that when teachers are deliberate about their interactions, they can 
learn to send messages of high expectations by developing better relationships based on 
an understanding of the students’ cognitive and emotional development. More recently, 
Rosenthal has stated that there are four major areas in which teacher expectations 
influence students: 

 ■ Climate (warmer and friendlier behaviour toward students for whom they have 
high expectations)

 ■ Input (the tendency for teachers to devote more energy to their special students)

 ■ Output (the way teachers call on some students more often for answers) 

 ■ Feedback (giving generally more helpful responses to the students for whom 
teachers have the highest hopes) (Ellison, 2015)

If teachers are aware of these areas, they can intentionally self-correct for them, for 
example by actually tracking how often they call on certain students and how much wait 
time they give individuals. (Ellison, 2015)

HIGH EXPECTATIONS MEAN MORE TO MARGINALISED STUDENTS

Communicating high expectations when giving feedback to students is as much 
about the teacher’s message as it about the student’s interpretation. For students 
of disadvantaged backgrounds or those whose ‘stress-response systems have been 
compromised by early experiences of adversity,’ such as poverty, neglect or abuse 
(Tough, 2016, p. 83), messages get distorted or diminished since trust has been eroded 
over time or never developed. A student may ask themselves: Does this teacher believe 
in me? Do they respect me? Will my effort be worth it? ‘This means that it’s critical that 
when teachers set high expectations, they clearly communicate positive belief in the 
student’s ability to reach them.’

STICKY NOTE MESSAGES 

In 2006, Geoffrey Cohen and Julio Garcia designed an experiment with a group of 
underachieving Year 8 (7th grade) students of a variety of racial and ethnic groups 
(Cohen et al., 2006). The students were assigned to write an essay about their heroes. 
Each essay was marked by their teachers (all of whom were white in this study) with 
feedback for redrafting. The only difference was that one group of students received a 
message on a sticky note written in the teacher’s handwriting saying, ‘I’m giving you 
these comments so that you have feedback on your paper.’ The other group received 
a similar message, stating, ‘I’m giving you these comments because I have high 
expectations and I know that you can reach them.’ Then the students were given the 
opportunity to improve the essay. The white students were slightly more likely to revise 
the essay if they received the ‘high expectations’ sticky note than the more general-
sounding sticky note (87% vs 62% more likely, respectively). Results were much more 
poignant among the black students: 72% of those students who received the ‘high 
expectations’ sticky note redrafted, compared to just 17 % of the black students in the 
control group (with ‘feedback only’ message). The findings were even more significant 

 SPOTLIGHT

A student may ask 
themselves: Does this 

teacher believe in me? 
Do they respect me? Will 

my effort be worth it?
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for black students who had reported low trust in their teachers in surveys, with 82% 
revising their essays in the high-expectations group, compared to none in the control 
group. In a second, similar study in which all students were required to redraft their 
essays, 88% of those black recipients of the ‘high expectations’ sticky note earned 
received better grades on their revised essays, compared to 34% of black students in the 
control group (Yeager et al., 2014).
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According to Yeager, who helped Cohen to repeat the study, the message on the sticky 
note had the effect of switching off the fight-or-flight alarm at critical time when the 
student must decide what to do with the feedback. Instead of the message being a threat, 
the message posed an ‘alternative’ framing. The point here is not that high expectations 
will lead directly to a better essay, but that it is likely to lead students to invest more 
effort into using feedback from their teacher. Good teaching and quality feedback are 
still essential. An important point is that the strategy, as stated, does not have the same 
impact on all students. If we were to average the effect, it is moderate; but if we home 
in on students who are less likely to have a sense of belonging, we see that a simple 
intervention has a big impact on those students. 

THE PRACTICE OF BEING PROPORTIONALLY MORE POSITIVE

When we set and exhibit high expectations for our students, we are sending them 
the message that we believe in them and that they can reach our expectations with 
our support. In order to trust this message and learn best, students need to feel that 
we respect and like them. To that end, we advocate straightforward, intentional 
strategies for cultivating positive relationships. One study counted on teachers being 
more positive – literally. The strategy is based on a 5:1 ratio, insuring five positive 
interactions or comments to every one reprimanding or negative comment, to ‘improve 
students’ feelings of connectedness and positivity’ to the classroom experience. A 
study, conducted in 4th, 5th, 7th and 8th grades (Years 5, 6, 8 and 9) required that 
teachers interact with students using a 5:1 positive to negative ratio (Cook et al., 2017). 
Teachers were instructed to:

RECOMMENDED READING 
For a concise overview of 
recommendations and risks, see 
‘Addressing Achievement Gaps 
with Psychological Interventions’ 
(Yeager et al., 2013). 
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 ■ Focus attention on positive behaviours that lead to classroom success, rather 
than on problem behaviours.

 ■ Deliver specific verbal praise and approval statements.

 ■ Engage in verbal and non-verbal positive interactions (e.g. questions about 
students’ interests, appropriate jokes, etc.). 

One of the key components of the successful implementation of the intervention was a 
teacher checklist, used to keep track of the positive and negative teacher comments. For 
teachers in the study, a device was used to prompt them to give positive feedback about 
every five minutes. The researchers found that students in the intervention group 
exhibited a ‘significant deduction in disruptive behaviour and increases in academic 
engaged time’. To be exact, the group increased their academic engagement by an 
average of 22%, which translates into an extra 13.2 minutes of engagement per 
instructional hour. Furthermore, the teachers found the strategy to be manageable and 
fair (Cook et al., 2017). 

Positivity is nice; intentional positivity is powerful. At one teacher training, the 
principal did something similar to the principal at Cold Springs Middle School, the 
school mentioned earlier. He posted the names of every student on the wall. He then 
asked teachers to place a green sticky note next to the names of students with whom 
they had had a positive encounter and a red one signifying a negative encounter or no 
encounter at all (Parr, 2018). Once the sticky note activity was completed, it became 
immediately clear which students experienced consistent negative interactions (or a 
lack of interactions altogether) with adults across different classrooms and contexts. As 
a consequence, the school put in place a plan aimed to make sure staff connected with 
all students in a positive way. (At the end of the chapter, we introduce you to another 
school that took a similar, more comprehensive approach.)

Positivity, however, does not mean praise for the sake of it. Students can see right 
through empty praise and it can lead to low expectations or low self-esteem. Praise must 
be authentic and suited for the age. Furthermore, it is more effective to praise publicly, 
and reprimand privately. 

FIRM AND FRIENDLY, NOT BEST FRIENDS

Trust means that students feel that the adults at school ‘have their back’. They feel 
like learners in this class, and feel that other students and teachers are working to 
help them succeed to their highest level. High expectations and trust are inextricably 
linked. When students feel trust, their brains feel safe and information makes it to their 
thinking brains, which we discussed earlier. In practical terms, they are able to listen 
to feedback and willing to have a go even when they aren’t sure they are right. A teacher 
gains trust through effective and honest feedback, high expectations, an interest in 
students as individuals, and an approach to curriculum delivery that is considered and 
taught with passion and respect. My favourite teachers were always the ones who loved 
their subjects and were explicitly excited about bringing me along – like they wanted to 
share a gift. This is echoed in the research. Trust can be built by developing a high-
performance relationship style. 

CLASSROOM
For tips on how to implement 
the 5:1 ratio, see the Connection 
Interaction Tracking Sheet in 
Relationships: Classroom.

CONNECT TO MINDSET
See the Mindset: Research to 
learn more about what experts on 
feedback advise teachers to do to 
cultivate a learning mindset.
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There is plenty of research that identifies the characteristics of effective relationship 
styles or types. While the wording differs slightly, researchers generally agree that 
effective teacher-student relationships demonstrate high expectations and high care. 
At the Australian Society of Evidence Based Teaching (no date), research gathered 
from various studies led to the identification of two essential elements of a high-
performance style relationship – care and pressure. Effective teachers, they claim, 
‘care about their kids, while also pressing them to do well’. In Why Don’t Students Like 
School?, Daniel Willingham writes, ‘Effective teachers … are able to connect personally 
with students, and they organise the material in a way that makes it interesting and 
easy to understand,’ thus placing the emphasis on both caring and curriculum delivery 
(Willingham, 2010). Doug Lemov in Teach Like a Champion coins this approach, warm/
strict (Lemov, 2010). In Culturally Responsive Teaching and the Brain, Zaretta Hammond 
borrows the term warm demander from Judith Kleinfeld (1975, cited in Hammond, 
2014, p. 97) and describes it as the right mix of care and push (Hammond, 2014). 
Therefore, when discussing positive relationships, it is useful to distinguish positive 
relationships from unwarranted praise and becoming ‘friends’ with students – a 
common mistake for teachers at the start of their teaching careers. High expectations 
should include three elements: 1) setting challenges that stretch students at their 
individual levels; 2) demonstrating a belief that students can succeed with proper 
strategies; and 3) maintaining support and guidance to help them achieve. It’s about 
being firm and friendly, not best friends.
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The most effective teachers 
practise high expectations and 
high care.
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BARRIERS TO CONNECTION
Great teachers are self aware. At times, our daily thoughts and actions may be 
unintentional, yet potentially counter-productive. 

While discussing this book with a British friend of mine, I told her I was writing a section on 
implicit bias. ‘What?’ she asked. I explained that a bias is a tendency to believe that some people, 
or ideas, are better than others and that usually results in treating some people unfairly. She 
looked dubious. 

I shared some research. A pair of Columbia Business School professors, for example, took a Harvard 
Business School case study about a successful and outgoing venture capitalist named Heidi Roizen. 
Before sharing with students, the professors changed her name to ‘Howard’ in half of the classes 
taught (Routson, 2009). The students read the case study and the professors then surveyed the 
students about their impressions of Heidi or Howard. While both Heidi and Howard were rated 
as equally competent, students said they found ‘Heidi’ more power-hungry, self-promoting and 
disingenuous and not ‘the type of person you would want to hire or work for’, whereas ‘Howard’ was 
given positive attributes.

‘The same is true for race,’ I tell her and see that look of doubt again.

‘Well racism is a case of nurture, not nature,’ she said. ‘Racism’s an American thing.’

American-born, I am sensitive to this comment, especially during the Age of Donald 
Trump. I hear this a lot from non-Americans – that racism affects Americans, because 
Americans are more racist than Brits. This idea is played out in English schools during 
history lessons about American slavery and the American Civil Rights Movement, in the 
news and media. It’s true that, in the US, racism and issues of race are deeply and 
uniquely entrenched in the soil of our nation. But racism also exists in Britain, as do 
classism, ageism, sexism, ableism and gender oppression etc. It’s not easy getting 
people to talk about it. In my experience, it’s hard getting leadership in particular to talk 
about race openly. Lola Okolosie, a writer for The Guardian newspaper frequently 
covering issues relating to race and equality in the UK, writes about a South Asian 
teacher who experiences racial slurs at school but is told by her well-meaning 
colleagues to just keep quiet (Okolosie, 2017), otherwise she’d be known in the area as a 
‘troublemaker’. These common suggestions to keep quiet or ‘keep the peace’ create a 
barrier to belonging and equity in both American and English schools and beyond. 
Racism is everyone’s issue and responsibility (in particular white people) and it is vital 
to address it straight on by challenging social injustice when we see it.

I push back during the conversation with my friend: ‘It’s actually the way our brains work. We 
automatically have biases in favour of those we connect with. We are preconditioned.’

IMPLICIT BIAS

Humans are predisposed to having biases. As mentioned earlier in the book, millions 
of pieces of sensory information enter our brains in any given second. We can only 
consciously process a tiny fraction of this information (under a hundred pieces of data), 
sending the majority of it to the conscious brain. There the brain looks for shortcuts, 
connecting new information to larger mental models or schemas. In milliseconds, and 

RECOMMENDED READING
Unconscious Bias In Schools, by 
veteran educators Tracey A. 
Benson and Sarah E. Fiarman 
offers a thoughtful and thorough 
examination of the negative 
impact of implicit racial bias on 
students and educators.

Implicit bias and unconscious 
bias are synonymous terms, both 
referring to our brain’s tendency 
to process information based on 
unconscious associations and 
feelings, even when these are 
contrary to our conscious values 
and beliefs. Read more about bias 
in Memory: Research.
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without being conscious of it, we judge whether or not people are like us – are they part 
of our ingroup? – and whether or not they pose a threat. These decisions are quick and 
often inaccurate. These are our implicit, or unconscious, biases. 

Some examples of implicit bias in the classroom

Teachers may: 

 ■ Expect students who speak with certain accents to be poor writers. 

 ■ Tend to ask girls more often than boys to help tidy up after the lesson.

 ■ Interpret loud voices as automatically aggressive or hostile.

 ■ Call on boys more often than girls.

 ■ Treat students with physical disabilities as if they also have a learning disability.

 ■ Assume that parents from poorer socioeconomic backgrounds care less about 
their children’s education than more affluent parents. 

 ■ See active students as ‘troublemakers’ and be more punitive with them.

 ■ Perceive black girls to be older and less needing of care than they actually are. 

Likewise, students might have implicit biases based on a peer’s appearance, personality 
or background. They may also have a bias against a teacher. For example, a student 
may perceive a teacher as less intelligent if they speak with a foreign accent or less 
authoritative if female.

Information enters our brains

SLOW THINKING & MORE RELIABLE
If we slow down and question these decisions in our 
conscious, thinking brain, we can self-correct

FAST THINKING 
& ERROR PRONE

So much information is entering 
our brains at once that it takes 

shortcuts to make decisions

THINKING FAST, THINKING SLOW
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Whether we like it or not, bias guides our behaviours and actions. It’s the way the 
brain works in an attempt to handle the large amounts of sensory input we get at any 
given moment. If we slow down and question our decisions in our conscious, thinking 
brain, we can self-correct. Importantly, the only way to counter our implicit biases is to 
be willing to admit that they exist, and to have the commitment and desire to counter 
them. This is especially important when teaching students who come from different 
cultures to our own – and when teaching students whose level of privilege may differ from 
ours.

BEYOND THE SURFACE OF WHAT WE SEE: LEVELS OF CULTURE

Zaretta Hammond writes that the layer of complexity is added to by one’s culture, 
especially one’s deep culture, which ‘is made up of tacit knowledge and unconscious 
assumptions that govern our worldview’ (Hammond, 2014, p. 23). ‘Two people from 
different cultures can look at the same event and have very different reactions to it 
because the meaning they attached to the event is based on their deep culture.’ Take 
this simple example of how directives, or ways of talking, are interpreted. Lisa Delpit 
explains in ‘The Silenced Dialogue’ how certain questions that are meant to be 
directives are interpreted differently (Delpit, 1988). A teacher, wanting a student to sit 
down, may say, ‘Would you please return to your desk?’ The student may interpret this 
as an actual question and respond, ‘No, I’m not finished yet,’ not realising that the 
teacher meant, ‘Return to your seat now.’ The teacher, in turn, interprets the child’s 
response as defiance. 

Teacher:
Would you please return to your 
desk?

Student:
No, I’m not �nished yet.

I just told this student to return 
to his desk and he refused.

This student is de�ant.

Example of norms using a single point rubric:

On person talks at a 
time

We respect each others’ 
possessions

1   2   3   4   5 

1   2   3   4   5 

My teacher has asked me if I want 
to return to my desk. I don’t want 
to.

If she wanted me to return, she 
would say “Return to your seat 
now”.

WHAT IS SAID TEACHER THINKS STUDENT THINKS

NORM RATING EVIDENCE IN ACTION RECOMMENDATIONS

We agree to 
respectfully disagree

1   2   3   4   5 

Outside technology 
is put away

1   2   3   4   5 

To utilise our understanding of culture, it’s useful to consider cultural elements. Some 
cultural elements are evident on the surface: they are observable and when people 
disagree or contrast in this level of culture, it may carry low emotional charge (like 
food). Just below that are shallow elements (e.g. personal space) that may carry some 
emotional charge if challenged and lead to a lack of trust or belonging, according 
to Hammond (2014). Lastly, deep culture relates to our worldview (for example, 
spirituality). Challenges at this level can trigger fight, flight or freeze, inhibiting 
learning. Again, this deep culture is part of our schema, the mental model of the way 
things are that has formed throughout our lives and determines how we understand 
and read the world around us. Differences in deep culture show up in the classroom 
and can cause misunderstandings. For example, Nina recalls times as a new teacher 
that she’d tell students, ‘Look at me!’ when addressing unwanted behaviour with a 
student. Using her lens, she perceived avoided eye contact as either a sign of dishonesty, 

CLASSROOM 
In Relationships: Classroom, you 
can find a more detailed approach 
to Disrupt Your Unconscious Bias 
and practical strategies teachers 
can use. 

RECOMMENDED READING 
Culturally Responsive Teaching and 
the Brain by Zaretta Hammond 
(2014) is a thought-provoking and 
practical book that has influenced 
the writing of this chapter. 
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a manifestation of shame or a lack of interest. However, she later learned that for 
many of her students, direct eye contact with an adult during conflict was considered 
disrespectful. 

LEVELS OF CULTURE

SURFACE
Concrete, observable 
features  of culture: 
food, dress, music, 
holidays, games, 
hairstyles.

DEPTH
Conscious knowledge and unconscious 
assumptions that govern our worldview:
good and bad, spirituality, interpretations 
of threat, cooperation v competition, 
problem-solving and decision-making.

BACKGROUND
The unspoken rules of everyday social 
interactions and norms: concepts of time, 
appropraite touching and personal space, 
communication, rules about eye contact, 
attitudes towards elders and adolescents.

POVERTY, LIKE CULTURE, AFFECTS OUR WORLDVIEW

Another important factor to consider as an educator is the impact of poverty and low 
socioeconomic status on behaviours, beliefs and thought processes. The effects of 
poverty, be they sudden or endemic in a children’s family history, are often not taken 
into account when teachers are engaging with students. In an evidence-based review 
of over 200 studies examining the effect of poverty on key psychological, social and 
cultural processes underpinning decision making, the Joseph Rowntree Foundation 
reported some profoundly important findings that have implications in the classrooms 
(Sheehy-Skeffington and Rea, 2017). For example: 

 ■ Poverty makes people focus more on the present moment (Less focus on long-
term goals).

 ■ Community is more important to poor children.

 ■ It’s harder to trust people.

 ■ People may experience lower sense of self-worth, which can dampen their 
motivation.

 ■ There is a weaker sense of belonging at school.

For children from families who have lived in poverty for generations, these attitudes 
run deep and are often counter to those of university-educated teachers from a typically 
more middle-class background. Parents of these children may also have had a negative 
experience at school and therefore have a negative view of school or a distrust for the 
institution. I have heard this often from headteachers in schools with a large percentage 

See ‘Where I’m from’ poems in 
Relationships: Classroom. There 
you’ll find other creative ideas 
for learning more about your 
students’ cultures. 

RECOMMENDED READING 
The Joseph Rowntree Foundation 
is an ‘independent social change 
organisation working to solve UK 
poverty’. It produces a number 
of resources worth reading for 
educators, such as ‘How Poverty 
affects people’s decision-making 
processes’ (Sheehy-Skeffington 
and Rea, 2007), found on their 
website. 
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of children from poor families. Outreach to these parents meant breaking down 
barriers (the use of multiple languages to advertise and promote events) and building 
trust (having many one-to-one conversations on the playground). 

THE IMPACT OF BIAS
It’s often surprising to learn the high price we pay when we don’t address bias 
head on. 

‘It’s an issue of social justice,’ explained Becky Francis, speaking about bias at the 2018 
National ResearchED Conference in London. Francis, Director of the University College 
London Institute of Education, led an extensive research project on the impact of setting 
(tracking) students. The study looked at data from 12,178 Year 7 (6th grade) students, 
140 schools and discussion groups and individual interviews with 33 students (Archer 
et al., 2018). Researchers found that when they compared student exam results in maths 
with how students were set (tracked according to ability) when they moved to secondary 
school, there were shocking findings: 

 ■ Black students were 2.54 times more likely than white students to be placed in a 
lower ability group.

 ■ Asian* students were 1.77 times more likely than white students to be placed in a 
lower ability group.

 ■ Girls were 1.55 times more likely than boys to be placed in a lower ability group. 

 ■ ‘Bottom-set students’ (students tracked into lower level classes) were more likely 
to be working class and black.

*In Britain, the term ‘Asian’ is used to refer to people of South Asian ancestry 
(Pakistanis, Indians, Bangladeshis and Sri Lankans).

What the study reveals is that there is clear bias related to ethnicity, class and gender by 
teachers, based on ‘perceived attitudes’ and implicit bias, not on actual intelligence or 
outcomes. Furthermore, other research also found that ‘teachers who are highly 
qualified in their subject are less likely to teach lower sets; some young people in lower 
sets feel limited or “babied” by their teachers; and those in lower sets have less self-
confidence in the subject’ (UCL Institute of Education, 2018). Studies like these are so 
important because they help bring to light what we cannot always see otherwise. 

In a 2015 poll of 450 ‘Black, Asian and minority ethnic’ (BAME) teachers, 62% stated that 
they did not believe that schools treat BAME pupils fairly (Haque and Elliott, 2015). This 
is worrying, especially in school systems where teachers from BAME backgrounds are 
underrepresented in both the UK and the US. 

In the US, black students are nearly four times as likely to be suspended as white 
students, according to a 2016 US Department of Education data collection included in 
Ryan Felton’s 2016 Guardian article ‘Black Students in US nearly four times as likely to 
be suspended as white students’ (Felton, 2016). In England, black Caribbean students 
are three times more likely to receive permanent exclusions, according to a Department 
of Education report on exclusions in 2015/2016. Similar disheartening statistics relate 
to factors such as socioeconomic status or gender. In the UK, for example, the lowest 
performing boys in GCSEs (final examinations) are white working class (Department 

RECOMMENDED READING 
The UCL team produced guidelines 
for grouping, Dos and don’ts of 
attainment grouping, which are 
applicable to all schools, not just 
English ones. You can find them 
here: www.bit.ly/2Sd4Evu
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for Education, 2018). In the US, students in the lowest performing schools come from 
the communities with the highest poverty level. Compared to boys, a much smaller 
percentage of girls enter into STEM subjects that lead to higher-paying and more 
professional jobs. The reasons behind the lack of girls in STEM subjects are complex 
and various: lower expectations and less encouragement from teachers, lack of social 
belonging, positive role models and much lower rate of self-efficacy in maths and 
science subjects. 

My own experience was similar. When I started high school, I followed the lead of my 
big brother who recommended I take mechanical drawing as an elective subject. I 
absolutely loved it, but I was the only girl and I didn’t know anyone; it was a vocational 
class and I was in the college prep stream, so I had no other classes with these boys. I 
grew increasingly uncomfortable and quiet in this alien environment. I wasn’t confident 
enough at the time to stick it out. After one year, I regrettably quit. I became another 
number. Each troublesome statistic has its own story, and, to compound the confusion, 
the data contributes to prime us to unconsciously expect particular attainment or 
completion levels from different individuals: girls don’t perform well in technical 
subjects; boys don’t behave well in general. As we discussed earlier with expectations, 
some teachers, armed with preconceived ideas mostly based on hard data, make vast 
(and often negative) assumptions about their abilities, interests, and capacity.

 TEACHER MISJUDGEMENTS

A study by University College London’s (UCL) Institute of Education which involved 
analysing nearly 5000 seven-year-olds in English state schools found that teachers 
perceive children from poorer homes as less able than their rich classmates who 
achieve similar scores (Campbell, 2015). Likewise, teachers are more likely to judge girls 
good at reading, not maths, and boys good at maths, not reading. Campbell found that 
boys, for example, are consistently given lower scores by teachers compared to their 
actual ability in English and reading. According to researchers, the reasons for this 
are characteristic of a world where gender is socially constructed in our classrooms, 
toy stores and media. Researcher Tammy Campbell compared pupils’ performance 
on independent, survey-administered cognitive tests to teachers’ judgements of those 
same pupils’ capabilities. ‘I found disparities according to gender, family income-
level, diagnosis of special educational needs, the language children spoke, and their 
ethnicity: all characteristics long-reported as underpinning gaps in primary school 
achievement’ (Campbell, 2015).

Similar research was conducted at Yale University (Gilliam et al., 2016). Researchers 
showed 135 educators videos of children in a classroom setting. Each video had a black 
boy and girl, and a white boy and girl. The teachers were told the following:

We are interested in learning about how teachers detect challenging behaviour 
in the classroom. Sometimes this involves seeing behaviour before it becomes 
problematic. The video segments you are about to view are of preschoolers 
engaging in various activities. Some clips may or may not contain challenging 
behaviours. Your job is to press the enter key on the external keypad every time you 
see a behaviour that could become a potential challenge. 
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While the teachers were asked to detect ‘challenging behaviour’, no such behaviour 
existed in any of the videos. Yet when asked which children required the most attention, 
42% of teachers identified the black boys, 34% for white boys, 13% for white girls and 
10% for black girls. Referring to studies whereby we see these types of disparities, 
Campbell(author of the UCL study above) concluded: ‘This is not a conscious thing. It’s 
an unconscious stereotyping by teachers that’s going on. It’s down to the information 
they are bombarded with about which children are expected to perform at what levels’ 
(Campbell, 2015).

Which students were teachers watching when expecting ‘challenging behaviour’?

BLACK BOYS

BLACK GIRLS

WHITE GIRLS

WHITE BOYS

10%

13%

34%

42%

Recall our earlier discussion about high expectations leading to higher outcomes. The 
same is true for low expectations – they increase the likelihood of low outcomes. The 
information we receive is compounded by confirmation bias, the tendency to interpret 
new evidence as confirmation of one’s existing beliefs or theories. If I unconsciously 
think my student isn’t very clever because of his accent or even tone of voice, later when 
he doesn’t understand something in class, my previous bias will be ‘confirmed’ in my 
mind and my beliefs will be further fortified. And as discussed earlier, our brains 
evolved to make snap judgements, favouring people who look, sound and act like us. 
This can have a significant impact if most of our students don’t look like us or come 
from a similar culture or background. As I’ve become a more reflective practitioner in 
light of the research into bias and effective strategies, I’ve been able to identity that one 
of my own triggers is the high volume of a student’s voice. In the past, I caught myself 
viewing students who were particularly boisterous as less studious than their more 
subdued peers. I believe I must have even unconsciously judged their intelligence or 
aptitude on occasion. Using the Disrupt Your Bias strategy has helped me – and teachers 
I work with – to disrupt our biases.

TEACHER BIAS STUDY
Preschool (Reception) teachers 
tended to track black students 
more than white students and 
boys more than girls, when 
challenging behaviours are 
expected (Gilliam et al., 2016).

RECOMMENDED READING 
For a closer look at how 
relationships, including 
expectations and bias, impact 
boys, we highly recommend Boys 
Don’t Try? Rethinking Masculinity in 
Schools by Matt Pinkett and Mark 
Roberts. 

‘This is not a conscious 
thing. It’s an unconscious 
stereotyping by teachers 
that’s going on. It’s down 

to the information they 
are bombarded with 

about which children  
are expected to perform 

at what levels.’  
Tammy Campbell, UCL
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THE STIGMA OF STEREOTYPES THREATEN BELONGING

Implicit bias is complex, contextual and pervasive and it stems from stereotypes that 
are culturally constructed by our family, friends, and society, as well as small comments 
we’ve heard in passing, toys we play with and the media we consume at a faster and 
faster pace. As young people grow up, they learn these stereotypes from a variety of 
sources and many experience stereotype threat, meaning that people internalise 
and often believe the stereotypes about themselves or are convinced others do. Being 
members of historically marginalised or stereotyped groups – based on race, gender, 
sexuality, class, language and physical ability – can affect their outlooks and outcomes 
because they feel they may conform to the negative stereotype. According to systematic 
reviews of research on stereotype threat, it also creates distractions that deplete 
working memory, making it more difficult to learn (Singletary et al., 2009; Pennington 
et al., 2016). Let’s look at two landmark studies that reveal that even the mention of 
being part of a marginalised group can impact outcomes.

STEREOTYPE THREAT, RACE

Much of what has been written about stereotype threat begins with Steele and Aronson 
(1995) who gave black and white university students a half-hour test using difficult items 
from the verbal Graduate Record Exam, an aptitude exam for entry into graduate 
schools in the US. In the ‘stereotype threat’ condition, they told students the test 
diagnosed intellectual ability, thus potentially eliciting the stereotype that black 
students are less intelligent than white ones. In the ‘no stereotype threat’ condition, the 
researchers told students that the test was a problem-solving lab task that said nothing 
about ability, presumably rendering stereotypes irrelevant. In the ‘stereotype threat’ 
condition, black students, who were matched with white students in their group by SAT 
scores, did less well. In the ‘no stereotype threat’ condition, in which the exact same test 
was described as a lab task that did not indicate ability, black students’ performance 
rose to match that of equally skilled white students. Additional experiments that 
minimised the stereotype threat endemic to standardised tests also resulted in equal 
performance. One study found that when students merely recorded their race 
(presumably making the stereotype salient) and were not told the test was diagnostic of 
their ability, black students still performed worse than white students.

STEREOTYPE THREAT, GENDER

In another study, researchers gave a maths test to men and women, telling half the 
women that the test had revealed gender differences but telling the rest of the study 
participants that the test results revealed no gender difference (Spencer et al., 1999). 
When test administrators told women that that tests showed no gender differences, 
the women performed equal to men. However, those who were told the test showed 
gender differences did significantly worse than men. Unfortunately, this was also the 
case when women were told nothing about the test. Spencer et al. concluded that unless 
women are told the test reveals no gender bias, women perform worse than men. Note 
that this experiment was conducted with women who were top performers in maths. An 
American study by Lin Bian, Sarah-Jane Leslie and Andrei Cimpian has shown that five-

CLASSROOM
In Relationships: Classroom, find a 
more detailed approach to Disrupt 
Your Bias.

 SPOTLIGHT

Stereotype threat is ‘situational 
predicament in which people are 
or feel themselves to be at risk of 
conforming to stereotypes about 
their social group’. The term was 
coined by the researchers Claude 
Steele and Joshua Aronson.
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year-old girls are as likely to say that girls can be ‘really, really smart’ as they are to say 
the same about boys, but from six up they think brilliance is much more likely to reside 
in boys (Bian et al., 2017). 
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These are individual studies in varying contexts, contrived and outside of classrooms, 
yet as teachers they help us understand the thinking of different kinds of students. 
Furthermore, systematic studies lay bare similar results: stereotype threat affects 
people, in particular those in marginalised groups. Also, students don’t need to believe 
the stereotype for it to have an affect (Steele and Aronson, 1995). For example, EAL 
(English as an additional language) students may personally know that people with 
limited English are still knowledgeable but might be affected by the belief that others 
feel otherwise. Although much of the research relating to stereotype threat has centred 
on women/girls and minorities, these groups are not the only ones negatively impacted. 
A sense of belonging is often elusive for students from different groups relating to class, 
ability, sexuality, etc. Furthermore, because stereotype threat is hidden or blurry, the 
mechanisms for triggering it are complex and varied and therefore hard to pinpoint 
(Pennington et al., 2016).

UNINTENTIONAL MICROAGGRESSIONS ALIENATE STUDENTS 

In the classroom, young people may receive subtle messages that they do not belong to 
the larger group. Consider our previous discussion about culture and how factors such 
as ways of relating to people or group dynamics can vary as well as students’ emotional 
response when there is cultural conflict. Students pick up on subtle social cues to 
determine whether or not they belong. These cues, or microaggressions, can be small 
verbal, behavioural or environmental signifiers that alienate students. Examples might 
include someone asking a mixed-race person, ‘What are you?’ or assuming that a 
person of Asian descent does not speak English. Sometimes people of a particular 
ethnicity are viewed as experts and asked to represent ‘the perspective’ of their ethnic 
group. A person who describes a TV show they don’t like as ‘gay’ is therefore assigning a 
negative connotation to homosexuality – a microaggression that is often ignored but, in 
my experience, heard a lot in school corridors. In fact, in the Stonewall School Report 2017 
(Stonewall, 2017), 86% of LGBT pupils in British schools said they regularly hear 

PERCEPTIONS OF BRILLIANCE
Five-year-old girls are as likely to 
say that girls can be ‘really, really 
smart’ as they are to say the same 
about boys, but from age six and 
up they think brilliance is much 
more likely to reside in boys. This is 
reflected in these studies with two 
different groups of children.
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phrases such as ‘That’s so gay’ or ‘You’re so gay’ in schools and only 32% report that 
teachers or school staff consistently challenge this language when they hear it. 
Alternatively, these subtle insults may take the form of a look, sound or seemingly 
innocuous comment during a normal routine, such as mispronouncing a name when 
taking attendance. 

There are few things more personal than a first name. One’s name is a badge given to 
us at birth that we wear each day, representing our culture, our family and our identity. 
Therefore, it is understandable that mispronouncing a student’s name, which may 
seem innocuous and be unintentional, is a common microaggression. The teacher who 
mispronounces a student’s name may laugh due to embarrassment or say ‘Sorry, I’m so 
bad with names’, but this is still harmful. Worse yet, the teacher may say, ‘Your name is 
hard to pronounce’, sending the message that the child’s culture is difficult and ‘outside’ 
of what is considered the norm in the classroom. In a qualitative study of students from 
diverse backgrounds, this behaviour affected both the child’s perception of self and of 
their culture and worldview (Kohli and Solórzano, 2012). Taking the time to learn and 
use a student’s name properly is our first opportunity (outside of a smile) to connect 
with young people. And this step cannot be overlooked for its significance. 

Other often-overlooked microaggressions exist in schools. When almost all the people 
in the pictures on the walls, in the textbooks or the lesson slides are of the same gender 
and race, for example, this sends a cue as to who belongs there and who does not. A 
quick flip through the latest anthology of English literature at GCSE (UK exams) reveals 
only one person of colour and one female. The remaining authors are white males. What 
kind of message does this send to anyone who doesn’t fit into that mould? Likewise, how 
might a transgender or gender-fluid student feel when teachers automatically refer to 
them with pronouns aligned with their sex at birth? At my school, one student wanted 
to be called ‘he’, so the headteacher announced to the staff and we followed suit. Finally, 
who are we representing in our lesson presentations and lesson PowerPoints? Several 
years ago, a 14-year-old Black female student interrupted Nina’s stress management 
session to thank her for including diverse faces her presentation. ‘I hardly ever see 
images of people who look like me,’ she said. The images we show our students send 
subtle messages about who belongs and who is othered.

If you are of the dominant culture in a setting, this goes easily unnoticed. In a study, 
researchers scrutinised 160 children’s science books in two public libraries in England, 
counting the frequency of images of men, women, boys and girls relative to their roles, 
with specific attention to who the scientific professionals, astronauts and doctors were 
(Williams, 2018). With 26 of those books, they further examined what the professionals 
were doing, wearing and holding. ‘We found that, overall, children’s science books 
pictured males three times more often than females,’ write the authors of the study, 
‘reinforcing the stereotype that science is a man’s pursuit. The underrepresentation 
of females only worsened as the target age of the book increased. The women were 
generally depicted as passive, lower status and unskilled – or their presence was not 
acknowledged at all.’ These representations matter to both males and females. 

School prospectuses and websites often reflect a mix of ethnicity and gender, selling the 
school as inclusive; but the true test is to walk the halls, look in the library and talk to 

Microaggressions are 
small verbal, behavioural or 
environmental signifiers that 
alienate students. 
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the students. Find out whose stories are being told. My friend and colleague Claire 
Hitchcock, an English teacher, told me about a conversation she had with her Year 10 
(9th grade) girls – avid readers and enthusiastic students. Every year in primary school 
during World Book Day, when many English children go to school dressed as their 
favourite characters, the girls said they struggled to dress up as someone that looks like 
them. ‘If you’re not white, there are not that many lookalikes in books,’ Claire explained. 
‘It can also be alienating to be told (explicitly or implicitly) that you can’t be Hermione 
because she’s not black or Harry Potter because he’s a boy.’

It’s not good enough to recognise that we have unconscious bias and that our students 
may struggle with stereotype threat; we need to take actions so that biases and 
stereotypes do not inform our perspectives, our practice or our pupils. Although the 
primitive part of our brain seeks out biases and uses stereotypes to work more efficiently, 
the more developed prefrontal cortex needs to be in charge.

SCHOOLS WITH STRONG RELATIONSHIPS 
In our rush to figure out how to make schools better, we don’t see what is right 
in front of us – people. And that connection between people builds trust and 
better schools. 

TRUST IN SCHOOLS

After a workshop with the whole staff of a large primary school, I asked them to 
write down on a sticky note one small change they were going to make to build better 
relationships in the school. My favourite response came from one of the secretaries 
at the front desk: ‘I’m going to smile when people come into the office’. The assistant 
principal stated that she was going to be more present in hallways and learn more names. 
Playground staff pledged to have more conversations with students about the things they 
like to do on the weekend. Teachers pointed to strategies they wanted to try (many of 
which are in the Relationships: Classroom section). Building connections means noticing 
the quiet students too and seeking them out. Teaching and learning are not individual but 
rather social endeavours involving all members of the school community and, as such, 
they are best achieved by working together on the big stuff and the little things. In schools, 
research has found that student performance increases dramatically when teachers have 
frequent and instructionally focused conversations with colleagues.

RELATIONAL TRUST IN SCHOOLS

In a seminal study, Bryk and Schneider conducted a seven-year analysis of 400 
elementary (primary) schools about relational trust, representing 12 different school 
communities (Bryk and Schneider, 2003). Through a variety of methods – such as 
interviews, focus groups, observations and surveys with teachers, students, leadership, 
parents and community members – they determined a school’s degree of relational 
trust, referring to the interpersonal social exchanges that take place in a school 
community. Bryk and Schneider found that higher levels of relational trust meant 
higher academic outcomes. They identified four criteria for building relational trust: 

CLASSROOM
See Relationships: Classroom 
for ideas on how to intentionally 
create an inclusive environment.
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1. Mutual respect and genuinely listening to the views of others 

2. Competence in the carrying-out of the role 

3. Personal regard for others beyond what is required 

4. Integrity, meaning consistency between what people say and what they do (Bryk 
and Schneider, 2002) 

‘Relational trust entails much more than just making school staff feel good about their 
work environment and colleagues. A school cannot achieve relational trust simply 
through a few workshops, a retreat, or form of sensitivity training, although all of these 
activities can help. Rather, schools build relational trust in day-to-day social exchanges’ 
(Bryk and Schneider, 2003).

Bryk and Schneider found, unsurprisingly, that schools that find ways to reach out 
to parents, who may otherwise be disconnected or disenfranchised from the school, 
developed higher levels of relational trust and were more effective. The school 
community obviously goes beyond the school walls. Ongoing research shows that 
family engagement in schools improves student achievement, reduces absenteeism, 
and restores parents’ confidence in their children’s education. Students with involved 
parents or other caregivers earn higher grades and test scores, have better social skills, 
and show improved behaviour. Again, schools must be strategic about finding ways 
to connect with families, especially families from culturally diverse backgrounds or 
parents who may have endured negative educational experiences growing up.

CONNECTEDNESS AND TEACHER COLLABORATION

To get a more global perspective on the importance of relationships, I tracked down 
Lucy Crehan, author of Cleverlands: the secrets behind the success of the world’s education 
superpowers. In her book, Crehan, a former UK teacher and now education consultant, 
documented her time when she immersed herself in the daily lives of five of the world’s 
top-performing education systems to discover lessons we can glean from them (Crehan, 
2017). The recount of her experiences is interwoven with research and links to US and 
UK schools. Crehan told me that relationships and collaboration are key elements that 
lead to success in school. We begin with the Canadian example, which, according to 
Crehan, is more similar to the US and UK context. ‘[Relationships] was something that 
came up a lot. It was important to find an entry point for every child,’ she told me. 
Successful schools made sure that, from each child’s perspective, ‘there was something 
they came to school for’. Therefore, the structure of the day included opportunities 
outside the timetable that attracted children, such as extracurricular activities. Related 
to that, every child had at least one adult with whom they had a strong relationship.

Schools that prioritise relationships, teacher collaboration and mastery for all children 
create systems and school cultures that best allow that to happen. In the UK, Crehan 
says, ‘we’ve become a culture in which teachers are in their individual classrooms, doing 
their individual planning as opposed to planning done collaboratively. Schools take up 
a lot of meeting time looking at dates, tracking, talking about school policies, preparing 
for Ofsted, as opposed to teaching and learning.’ Many schools in the UK create teaching 
timetables that hinder collaboration. I recalled my early teaching experiences in the 

RECOMMENDED READING
Cleverlands: The secrets behind the 
success of the world’s education 
superpowers by Lucy Crehan. 

Schools build 
relational trust in 
day-to-day social 
exchanges.’  
Anthony Bryk and 
Barbara Schneider
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UK and finding out I had to teach five different year groups (grades) of English. At the 
time, it seemed impossible; but it was soon normalised, leaving little time for teacher 
collaboration. Crehan echoed my frustration: ‘The way we organise teacher time in the 
UK is punitive – and teachers have come to expect it.’ It is clear that schools that are 
intentional about relationships and investing in social capital outperform those who don’t, 
she said. It’s about prioritising (Crehan, 2018a).

COLLABORATION YIELDS MORE IMPACT 

Research into what causes schools to be most effective makes a persuasive case that 
strong relationships are an important factor leading to success for students. Carrie 
Leana studied 130 elementary schools in NYC, following 1000 fourth and fifth graders 
(Years 5 and 6) and their teachers between 2005 to 2007 (Leana, 2011). Leana measured 
the staff’s human capital (qualifications and subject knowledge) and the staff’s social 
capital (trust and collaboration amongst staff). She then compared these teacher 
factors to student maths achievement by measuring the amount of knowledge of maths 
advanced in a year with a particular teacher. The researchers took other factors into 
account, such as the socioeconomics and academic needs of the children. Schools with 
strong social and human capital together did the best in terms of knowledge acquisition, 
but what made social capital so important was its influence on others. High social 
capital – measured by asking questions such as ‘To what extent do teachers in this 
school work in a trusting, collaborative way to focus on learning and the engagement 
and improvement of students achievement?’ – raised the bar and expertise of the whole 
school, rather than just the individual. Leana writes, ‘The effects of teachers’ social 
capital on student performance were powerful. If a teacher’s social capital was just one 
standard deviation higher than the average, her students’ math scores increased by 5.7 
percent’ (Leana, 2011). ‘In other words, teacher social capital was a significant predictor 
of student achievement gains above and beyond teacher experience or ability in the 
classroom.’ 

The teachers in Leana’s research collaborated, observed each other’s lessons and 
sought feedback. Leadership prioritised this to happen. This type of intentional 
and focused teacher collaboration evident in Leana’s research is also referred to 
as professional capital and is a leading indicator of improved student performance 
according to the University of Chicago Consortium on School Research (University of 
Chicago, 2011). In my interview with Mary Myatt, she passionately recounted a recent 
visit to a primary school. In a Year 3 (2nd grade) classroom, she found the reception 
(kindergarten) teacher modelling a maths problem as the classroom teacher observed. 
This type of shared learning was commonplace in this school – teachers collaborating 
and learning from each other. This all happened without any input from senior 
leadership, Myatt explained. The headteacher got a request for cover and trusted the 
teachers’ professionalism. ‘This is a great example of trust and relationships at work … 
No wonder this school is number one in their local authority, yet serving one the most 
deprived catchment areas’ (Myatt, 2019).

 SPOTLIGHT

‘The effects of teacher 
social capital on student 

performance were 
powerful. If a teacher’s 

social capital was just 
one standard deviation 

higher than the average, 
her students’ math scores 
increased by 5.7 percent.’ 

Carrie Leana,  
University of Pittsburgh
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TIME TO TAKE THE NEXT STEP

A strong relationship is not proxy for great teaching, but it is an essential part of the 
whole package. Teachers who can form strong, positive relationships but who lack the 
understanding of how to instruct will have little impact on learning. Teachers with 
strong subject knowledge and training in how to teach, but whom students dislike or 
fear, will also find limited learning in the classroom. We must do both. In Relationships: 
Classroom, we offer tools good teachers use to build positive relationships. 
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